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qPCR has many advantages for copy number determination

 low consumable and instrumentation cost

 fast turnaround and assay development time

 high sensitivity and open format

To date, qPCR is the gold standard for gene expression analysis. For copy number 

analysis, qPCR has been less frequently used but recent developments hold the 

promise of taking this applicaltion to the next level.

1. run qPCR reactions

2. perform quality control

 inspect melting curves

 inspect ampli�cation curves

3. determine Cq-values

4. import data in qbase+

5. de�ne qbase+ calculation parameters

 multiple refrence genes

 scale to positive control

6.de�ne quality control criteria

 threshold for negative control

 threshold for replicate variability

 threshold for refrence geen stability

 threshold for normal copy number

qPCR copy number analysis

 more than one reference sample can be used for copy number calling

 callibrator samples with varying copy numbers can be used

 user-de�ned thresholds for the lower/upper normal copy number boundary

 thorough quality control to ensure trustworthy results

 copy number visualization on a per sample basis

 conditional bar coloring for easy detection of copy number alterations

copy number analysis module in qbase+

work�ow for accurate and reliable copy number determination
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7. appoint callibrator samples

 samples with known copy number

 use >1 callibrator for more accurate results

8.appoint refrence genes

 targets with normal copy number in all samples

 use >1 reference gene for more reliable results

9. Perform quality control with qbase+

 evaluation of standard curves 

 determination of reference gene stability

 PCR replicate variation

 assessment of positive and negative controls

 evaluation of deviating normalization factors

 quality control on inter-run callibration

10. Interpret copy number results

 inspect copy number calls in callibrator samples

 inspect copy number calls in samples of interest

example application: copy number analysis of the SHOX region
Deletions spanning or surrounding the SHOX gene account for a signi�cant proportion of patients with idiopathic short stature (ISS) and allied disorders such as Leri-Weil dyschondrosteosis (LWD). To allow fast and reli-

able molecular testing, D’haene et al. (JCEM, 2010) introduced a qPCR based copy number pro�ling test, consisting of 11 amplicons targeting clinically relevant regions (i.e. SHOX genes and regulatory regions).

Here we present the data analysis of a small SHOX copy number experiment o� 8 patients with ISS of LWD.

qPCR was performed using SYBR Green detection chemistry. The run consisted of 8 samples with known copy number (S1-S8), 3 callibrator samples with known copy number (N1 and N2 with normal copy number 

and Positive with copy number = 1) and 1 no template control (NTC). Data were normalized using 2 reference assays.

Data analysis was done in qbase+. Post-PCR quality control was performed to ensure thrustworthy results. Accurate copy number calling and objective interpretation was conducted with the qbase+ module for 

copy number analysis.
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